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ExtraGalactica is a retro shoot'em up that effortlessly evokes a Power Fantasy in today's gaming audience.
Players travel through a colorful universe as the best pilot in the galaxy, using a variety of classic space

shooter weaponry to defend the planet. Power fantasy role-playing fans will love this game! ExtraGalactica is
Powered by BlueStreak! What's New in Version 1.3.0: Various bug fixes for the android version. New Features
in Version 1.2.0: ExtraGalactica is now available for Android! Version 1.1.0: Bug fix to fix FPS issue on Android.
Bug fixes for some minor issues. Bug fixes for gamepad mode. Bug fixes for input and sound issues. Version
1.0.0: Bug fixes to fix sound issues. Bug fixes to add time slowdown toggle. Version 0.9.0: Add an option to
force gamepad controls. Add an option to reset game to defaults on restart. Version 0.8.4: Fix and optimize

game to run better on low end devices. Version 0.8.3: Change in-game controls and manual controls. Fix and
optimize game to run better on low end devices. Version 0.8.2: Fix crash bug when changing controls. Version
0.8.1: Fix controls default and fullscreen input for gamepad. Fix controls and audio for gamepad on Android.
Version 0.8.0: Fix for gamepad controls and fullscreen controls. Add fullscreen toggle for gamepad and touch
controls. Version 0.7.1: Fix for audio and controls in gamepad. Version 0.7.0: Fix for gameplay mode switch.

Version 0.6.6: Fix for gamepad input for fullscreen controls. Version 0.6.5: Fix gamepad fullscreen toggle.
Version 0.6.2: Fix for Android hardware sound on gamepad. Fix for fov setting for gamepad. Version 0.6.1: Fix

gamepad fullscreen toggle. Version 0.6: Add
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Features Key:

Unlimited inventory, gold, experience and items
1 button management of dragons and upgrade
Move your dragon on a map, choose the terrain, find monsters
Drop your abilities to fight
Random offers (upgrade, move, drop) to increase the dragon's level
Show your best record on the leader board
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The girls' dormitory is approaching the end of the academic year - and the first-year students have to find
their beds and lock their dorm doors behind them! The 4 main girls, Anju, Honoka, Misaki and Meru, must
figure out where they are going. Will they continue to be roommates? Will they follow their school's social

hierarchy? And most importantly: Will they find their "destination girls"? Check the items in the girls' dormitory
and see for yourself what happened there yesterday - and what's going to happen today! Is your unit still
intact? Time to find out! Story Juniper can't believe it, she has no choice but to chase after her lost soul,

perhaps this is her last chance at redemption. Out of the blue, a mysterious girl named Sonya asked Juniper to
let her stay at her dorm. She is the girl Juniper went to high school with, an enigmatic girl with whom she lost
touch. Together, with Meru and Misaki, they take off to Okinawa, a seaside island that lies off the coast of the
Ohara region. There the four friends meet up with the other five third year students, they find out the truth

behind everything and more and realize that the real world can have many more friends than they thought. 3
years after graduation, Misaki decided to visit the same place with her boyfriend. She finds her old friends and
realizes that the choice she made in her life was wrong. And it's definitely time to bid farewell to NCS, as all of
them head off for new endeavors. There's just one thing left to do before the reunion... Features 4 character
designs for each main character. Cute and Sweetly Polished Gameplay Atmospheric music and sound effects

to reflect the delicate beauty of nature. A school life with its own charm. All original story scenario and
content. A new world for NCS, a story full of friendship and mystery! Development Team Director, Producer:
Yosuke Fukushima (Bloodborne, Crisis Core: Final Fantasy VII) Takayuki Fujii (Bloodborne) Yoko Taro (God of
War, Viewtiful Joe) Art Director, Designer, CG Director, Scenario Writer: Yosuke Fukushima (Bloodborne) Yuya

Shinozaki (Bloodborne) Jun'ya Ito (Bloodborne) Yasei Otsuka c9d1549cdd
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